The Grove, a brand new apartment complex on the University of Maine campus, is located directly across the street from the student union and is conveniently located for University of Maine students. "Our maintenance requests are usually handled in a timely manner," she continued. "They always put us first and are always friendly."
Politics

Stacey A

The order requests that the Secretary of Homeland Security and the Attorney General release to the public every 180 days: The Number of foreign nationals who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver. The countries mentioned in 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12) or the INA sections allows the President to disregard the restrictions are:

- Any immigrant visa holders who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver.

After completing the screening, the Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will request countries listed in the 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12)(A)(i) disregard the restrictions.

The countries will then have 60 days to begin providing the information before they are barred from Visa in the U.S. Secretary of State or the Secretary of Homeland Security may continue to support countries “recommended for similar treatment.”

The Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence, FBI and the Secretary of State have been ordered to create a screening process, including in-person interviews, an ID database, new application forms and a process to determine if an applicant is likely to be a positive contributing member of society or has the intent to commit criminal or terrorist acts after entering the United States.

The U.S. Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) is suspended for 120 days. Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will review the USRAP and add additional procedures. They will then determine the countries from which refugees will be accepted after the 120-day suspension. The order suspends Syrian refugees for an indefinite amount of time. When the USRAP re-starts, religious minorities will have priority if their reason for seeking refuge is a religious persecution. No more than 50,000 refugees will be accepted in 2017. State and municipal government courts will have a say in the placement of refugees.

The executive order also suspends the Visa Interview Waiver Program. The program allowed those re-entering their visas within four years of expiration to skip in-person interviews. The order requires the Secretary of State to suspend the Consular Fellows Service and reevaluate nonimmigrant visa reciprocity agreements.

The order suspends the Secretary of Homeland Security and the Attorney General release to the public every 180 days: The Number of foreign nationals who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver.

The countries mentioned in 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12) or the INA sections allows the President to disregard the restrictions are:

- Any immigrant visa holders who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver.

After completing the screening, the Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will request countries listed in the 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12)(A)(i) disregard the restrictions.

The countries will then have 60 days to begin providing the information before they are barred from Visa in the U.S. Secretary of State or the Secretary of Homeland Security may continue to support countries “recommended for similar treatment.”

The Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence, FBI and the Secretary of State have been ordered to create a screening process, including in-person interviews, an ID database, new application forms and a process to determine if an applicant is likely to be a positive contributing member of society or has the intent to commit criminal or terrorist acts after entering the United States.

The U.S. Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) is suspended for 120 days. Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will review the USRAP and add additional procedures. They will then determine the countries from which refugees will be accepted after the 120-day suspension. The order suspends Syrian refugees for an indefinite amount of time. When the USRAP re-starts, religious minorities will have priority if their reason for seeking refuge is a religious persecution. No more than 50,000 refugees will be accepted in 2017. State and municipal government courts will have a say in the placement of refugees.

The executive order also suspends the Visa Interview Waiver Program. The program allowed those re-entering their visas within four years of expiration to skip in-person interviews. The order requires the Secretary of State to suspend the Consular Fellows Service and reevaluate nonimmigrant visa reciprocity agreements.

The order requests that the Secretary of Homeland Security and the Attorney General release to the public every 180 days: The Number of foreign nationals who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver.

The countries mentioned in 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12) or the INA sections allows the President to disregard the restrictions are:

- Any immigrant visa holders who have been present in Iraq, Syria and any country whose government has supported terrorist groups multiple times after March 1, 2011, from this waiver.

After completing the screening, the Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will request countries listed in the 8 U.S.C. 1187(a)(12)(A)(i) disregard the restrictions.

The countries will then have 60 days to begin providing the information before they are barred from Visa in the U.S. Secretary of State or the Secretary of Homeland Security may continue to support countries “recommended for similar treatment.”

The Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence, FBI and the Secretary of State have been ordered to create a screening process, including in-person interviews, an ID database, new application forms and a process to determine if an applicant is likely to be a positive contributing member of society or has the intent to commit criminal or terrorist acts after entering the United States.

The U.S. Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) is suspended for 120 days. Secretary of Homeland Security, Department of National Intelligence and the Secretary of the Interior will review the USRAP and add additional procedures. They will then determine the countries from which refugees will be accepted after the 120-day suspension. The order suspends Syrian refugees for an indefinite amount of time. When the USRAP re-starts, religious minorities will have priority if their reason for seeking refuge is a religious persecution. No more than 50,000 refugees will be accepted in 2017. State and municipal government courts will have a say in the placement of refugees.

The executive order also suspends the Visa Interview Waiver Program. The program allowed those re-entering their visas within four years of expiration to skip in-person interviews. The order requires the Secretary of State to suspend the Consular Fellows Service and reevaluate nonimmigrant visa reciprocity agreements.
The UMaine annual Career Fair was held Feb. 3, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the New Balance Student Recreation Center. A total of 168 in-state and out-of-state organizations attended the job fair, as well as 127 students and 127 student organizations. A total of 300 organizations attended last year’s fair, which was comprised of 168 organizations, making this year’s career fair the largest UMaine has ever had. “Each different organization entertains us is huge,” Crisanne Blackie, Director of UMaine’s Career Center, said.

According to Blackie, the employees of the career center on campus do it on a year-to-year order so that employers know they can expect it. “They are actually trying to improve ideas for the future. This year, just because it’s a new year, it’s a great opportunity to make it more fun,” Blackie said.

In the past two years, there have been approximately 300 organizations on campus. Last year, there were 221 organizations on campus. This year, there were 333 organizations on campus.

The employees of the career center on campus do it on a year-to-year order so that employers know they can expect it. “They are actually trying to improve ideas for the future. This year, just because it’s a new year, it’s a great opportunity to make it more fun,” Blackie said.
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The employees of the career center on campus do it on a year-to-year order so that employers know they can expect it. “They are actually trying to improve ideas for the future. This year, just because it’s a new year, it’s a great opportunity to make it more fun,” Blackie said.
Executive Reports

Last Wednesday, President Kevin Besaw determined the Student Government Agenda and what will be given out to campus leaders. The house of delegates will also be making this week. He has appointed the Faculty Senate, Vice President Jared Dumas, to complete the ice rink, but construction has been going more smoothly as planned. The administration will be giving President Hunter last week to give an update on. Vice President Dumas gave a reminder about last week’s weather cancellations, calling everyone safe.

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

The Islamic Center of Maine holds letter writing workshop

Jack Barber
Staff Writer

On Friday, Feb. 5, the Islamic Center of Maine held a community event in which hundreds gathered to support local imams. The attendees were Sen. Susan Collins, Sen. Angus King, and Rep. Bruce Poliquin. The leaders of The Islamic Center of Maine will attend to “write letters of support.” Over 100 people attended the letter writing workshop according to the event’s Facebook page.

Dina Yacoubagha is the head of the Islamic Center of Maine’s educational committee and a volunteer for the organization. Linking to Action, Yacoubagha expressed her pride in the state of Maine. “The American citizens and hope that other immigrants will continue to be able to enjoy the feeling. She says the executive order is a measure towards a hard working people who make up the fabric of our community. Yacoubagha came from Syria and describes Omers as a supportive community. Those who attended expressed their disappointment with Donald Trump’s executive order in his first two weeks in office. The topic of the most of the letter was the executive order on immigration. The order temporarily suspends travel into the US from Iran, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Yemen, and four nations, and definitely suspends Syrian refugees from entering. The letter is written on behalf of the Islamic Center of Maine. [..] and support. It’s a way to connect with other people and spread the word. The event is completely free and open to the public to attend. The event is being organized in an effort to support the mosque.”

On Sunday, the local mosque community meets at 7:30pm on Friday night, followed by the mosque starting a prayer session.

Strategic Action Plan

The governor’s biennial budget for the ‘18-19 fiscal year contains $4.65 million; $2 million to improve for the future. The board hopes to work on identifying “programs of concern.” VCAA also working with Faculty Senate to discuss how it’s appro-

The Islamic Center of Maine holds letter writing workshop Against The Travel Ban on Friday

The final issue pertains to UM’s stance on travel restrictions as an institution. Chancellor James Page does not plan to close any of the several UMaine campuses and to avoid bringing to the floor to do, the UM – UMaine Primary Partnership Committee was developed to address the issue. The proposal for is UM to become a regional campus of UM/OM, essentially absorbing UMaine areas. They would continue to offer four-year degree programs, but with expanded collaboration with UM/OM and UM/UM. President Collins will be a must for the future. Many of those who helped with the event on Maine Day, and the Cooperative Extension’s new partnership on March 27. If passed, would become a regional campus of UM/UM. Student Legal Services Committee Chair, Paul Bragunor, reported, “There is no issue. The final meeting date will be a must for the future. Many of those who helped with the event on Maine Day, and the Cooperative Extension’s new partnership on March 27. If passed, would become a regional campus of UM/UM. Student Legal Services Committee Chair, Paul Bragunor, reported, “There is no issue. The final meeting date will be a must for the future.”

For more on the budget, see “in an exec- treme situation, if possible.” The Army ROTC next eight members to a vote-

The final issue pertains to UM’s stance on travel restrictions as an institution. Chancellor James Page does not plan to close any of the several UMaine campuses and to avoid bringing to the floor to do, the UM – UMaine Primary Partnership Committee was developed to address the issue. The proposal for is UM to become a regional campus of UM/OM, essentially absorbing UMaine areas. They would continue to offer four-year degree programs, but with expanded collaboration with UM/OM and UM/UM. President Collins will be a must for the future. Many of those who helped with the event on Maine Day, and the Cooperative Extension’s new partnership on March 27. If passed, would become a regional campus of UM/UM. Student Legal Services Committee Chair, Paul Bragunor, reported, “There is no issue. The final meeting date will be a must for the future.”

For more on the budget, see “in an exec-

This proposal, if passed, would not change UMM’s mission of education, research, and service. The board will vote on the proposal on March 27. If passed, would become a regional campus of UM/UM. Student Legal Services Committee Chair, Paul Bragunor, reported, “There is no issue. The final meeting date will be a must for the future.”
Government confirms Trump’s US exit from EU

The British government set out its plans on Thursday for the strategy of Britain’s departure from the European Union. In January, Prime Minister Theresa May delivered a speech expressing general concerns about the situation, according to CNN, “the uncertainty is not just about a deal, but about what comes next.”

The paper also stated that the U.K. would aim to maintain economic power through the future relationship between the UK and the EU. The government set out its plans on Wednesday, Feb. 1 to clarify the situation.

The paper outlined that there were no targets for trade deals, but the UK wished to be part of the bloc. The government also aimed to ensure that any agreements were not detrimental to the core of the European Union.

The paper also stated that there was no evidence that the favorable outcomes for the UK would give it the chance to negotiate a new trade deal with the EU.

The government is now considering the possibility of negotiating a new trade deal with the EU, but it is not clear whether this would be possible.

The government has also made it clear that it does not want to be bound by the EU’s rules, and that it will not accept any new obligations that it does not consider to be in the UK’s interests.

The government is now considering the possibility of negotiating a new trade deal with the EU, but it is not clear whether this would be possible.
Leave Barron alone

Editorial: We must not forget Flint

Barren is not the first White House to fail to live up to the “purist of the White House publicity.” Elizabeth Lamm, spokeswoman for former President Barack Obama, called Barron Trump “a one-percent kid” before he was even born. Barron is by no means the first child to test the limits of the president’s power, nor is he the last. At least respect the fact that Barron is the son of his mother and father and not simply another faceless political pawn. His public persona is not the result of a single personality, language and actions, but the result of the actions and desires of the people around him. Barron is a young boy and should be afforded the opportunity to grow up outside of the political realm.

This is not fair. Barron is a 10-year-old with intentions of his father, his mother or any of his older brothers and sisters. He is not an extension of his father, his mother or any of his older brothers and sisters. He can’t help who his father is. He can’t help his personality, language and actions, and he cannot control who his father says and does. Unlike Trump’s older children who might have more influence. His father’s personality, language and actions will not only control his words, but also his family and people cybertrolling him, calling him names, claiming he has a pathological disorder or otherwise challenging his mental status. Saturday Night Live winter Kristie Kyle even referred to Barron as Trump’s America that oppose the migration of Muslims and the reclamation of power. Specters of failure, we must remain question- ing during this time of uncertainty. We must not allow ourselves to be further inflamed by rhetoric and misinformation that oppose the rights and freedoms of all people.
In a world where machines can find that final judgment, nothing is to stop them from determining who is a legitimate enemy and who is not. The drone must be seen as proliferation and rapid advancement of these intelligent killing machines must signal humanity’s risk colliding with its own innovation. The great political philosopher Thomas Hobbes said “the condition of man, is a condition of war of every one by every one.” While an ancient struggle toward war on your life from man is an aspect of human nature is clearly debated, we can deny that in our short time on this planet we have perfected the technique of killing each other. Thus, autonomous weapon systems are not unproblematic. They are the next logical step in military development. It is optimal to keep yourself alive while killing the enemy. Drones are the power today for this class of intelligent war machines and their use has become widespread. Now, commanders call a home in the U.S. can carry out strategic targets halfway around the world.

Many thought it was a distant future. They further distance the horrors of war from the public consciousness. It comes at a price though. War makes no more sense. It is an issue with this — it’s an illusion. Does this mean we then should do whatever you want to do? No. They are the next logical class of intelligent war detachment from what killing means to the individual both physical and mental. They are the next logical step in military development. However, randomness doesn’t enter the equation. How does this all come together. The brain op- erates on a complex system of cells that send electrical signals back and forth. These synaptic firings and connections make up the brain. At any moment do you control the determinism of your brain or thoughts? You don’t. Neuroscientists have found in lab experiments that when a subject is told to do a simple task like using their left or right hand, they can pro- cess what people will do. By using fMRI imaging, researchers can see activity in the prefrontal cortex and use the information to accurately predict the decisions the person would make. 7 seconds before they make the decision. You can see this when you examine the way your thoughts occur. Sam Harris, a renowned neuroscientist and philoso- pher, has a thought experi- ment to demonstrate the lack of consciousness and the idea of retributive justice. People are guilty but not re- sponsible, how do we reform the justice system to fit this model? By ending the free will de- bate, we free ourselves from hatred. Harris does not make us see people as a product of genetics and environment. We don’t see things that act in accordance with their true nature. If a ter- rorist kills someone that hopes into their cage, we hate the tiger — we expect to do this. But we begin to look at people in this light, we can start to create a social outlook that is more compassionate and just. By negating free will we can begin to create a new world order at our relation- ship with the world and the people around us.
Diversions

Crossword

Across
1. Butter on a farm?
4. Stir up
10. Pour out copiously
14. Inventor Whitney
15. “...one __ under God”
16. One who objects
17. Distress
18. When collegians descend on Florida
20. Live
22. Bathing suit
24. 1942 census
26. 18th word
27. Departs
28. Major error
31. 1492 caravel
34. Showed again
35. Had a virus, say
36. Hanna’s cartooning partner
40. Attempted
42. Cream-filled cookies
43. Show appreciation to
45. Fed. agent
46. Al-Yamani, for one
51. Golfer’s greenside shot
55. Ferris successor
56. Impulse
57. Baltic republic
58. Nasty type
59. Pepto-Bismol target
63. Drink slowly
64. Delhi wrap
65. More weird
66. Greek “H”
67. Scots Gaelic
68. Campaign assaults
69. Rose color

Down
1. Echo effect
2. Former Soviet premier Kosygin
3. Bartender’s task
4. Technical sch.
5. Forty winks
6. Tallest man on an NBA team
7. Son of a son
8. Cereal box tiger
9. Occupy
10. Fragrant white flower
11. With anxiety
12. Without women
13. Walk on trails
19. Sis’s sib
21. Patriotic Uncle
24. Employer
25. Layers
29. Angers
30. Works on dough
32. Society page word
33. Sum up
34. Questions
36. Quagmire
37. Prepare for conflict
38. Nuclear devices
39. Friendliness
41. Annoyed condition
44. “What’d you say?”
46. Cloves and cinnamon
47. Tart
48. It may remove a 28-Across
49. Set fire to
50. Numerical-entry facilitator
52. “…three men __ tub”
55. Being, to Nero
56. Top-billed actor
57. Attention getter
58. French saw
60. “Chains...”
61. Croc up
62. “Love... ‘Mathy’”
63. Drink slowly

Word Search: Sports

ARCHERY
BADMINTON
BASKETBALL
BILLIARDS
BOOZE
BOUGIE
BOULDERING
BOXING
CROQUET
CYCLING
BOWLING
HANDBALL
HOCKEY
JAI ALAI
LACROSSE
POLO
RACQUETBALL
RUGBY
RUNNING

Sudoku

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Medium

Word Scramble: Football

1. kealtc
2. rnu
3. vireeec
4. rcoeeiinpntt
5. ndghlio
6. meulfb
7. cuwdnthoo
8. alpyten
9. edlfi olga
10. kfea

Word Search: Sports

SKATING
SHARKING
SOCCER
SOFTWARE
SQUASH
SURFING
SWIMMING
TENNIS
VOLLEYBALL
WRESTLING

Sudoku

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Medium

Word Scramble: Football

1. kealtc
2. rnu
3. vireeec
4. rcoeeiinpntt
5. ndghlio
6. meulfb
7. cuwdnthoo
8. alpyten
9. edlfi olga
10. kfea
Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry.

It is not just international aid that Chile is getting through all the city there are places where people can donate water, money, clothing and supplies for animals to help those who have been affected by the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United Nations, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry.

It is not just international aid that Chile is getting through all the city there are places where people can donate water, money, clothing and supplies for animals to help those who have been affected by the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United Nations, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, landslides and droughts are all serious problems. Chile is currently experiencing some of the worst fires in their history, and on Jan. 20, the Chilean president Michelle Bachelet declared a state of emergency. Even though there are not any fires in Santiam, we can feel the effects of them through the smog. Some days you walk out of the house and you can smell smoke as if the fires are right outside the city.

According to the recent news, there are around 160 fires, some of which is still uncontrolled at this time. After declaring the state of emergency, Chile has been asking for help from other countries to try to control the fires as well as the people currently fighting the fires. The United States, France, Mexico and Argentina are some of the countries who have sent help, specifically via the U.S. The U.S. sent the Boeing 787-8, which is the largest firefighting aircraft. The trip from Colorado was funded by a wealthy Chilean and the aircraft helped combat the fires, carrying 73,000 liters of water, which would be the same as 72 helicopters and 20 light aircrafts could carry. Many of them stopping by throughout the night to watch the stage performances and to come and express themselves no matter their race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity.
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"From the Land of Rising Sadness"

Asgar's work explores social issues, particularly those related to gender and identity. His performances often draw on his personal experiences as a person of color, queer, and trauma survivor, showcasing the power of art as a tool for expression and healing.

Asgar is known for his improvisational style, which allows for spontaneity and an ever-changing performance. This approach is a reflection of his belief in the importance of the audience in the creative process. He encourages interaction and collaboration, making each performance unique.

The Happenings at UMaine provide a platform for artists to explore and share their work in an inclusive and supportive environment. They are a testament to the power of art in fostering community and promoting understanding. Asgar's participation in these events is a testament to the continued evolution of the Happenings Series, highlighting the ongoing dialogue about social issues and the transformative power of art.
It has been a long time since the film franchise has produced a film. In 2007, the studio came out with “The Water Horse: Legend of the Deep” and “The Simpsons Movie” — 10 years later — that this is the third installment to the prequel "Xander Cage" franchise. This newest addition to the series, "XXX. Return of Xander Cage," attempts to prove that the series can be considered a reputable action hero and secret agent franchise, but ultimately fails miserably. It’s not that it is the worst film in the franchise; it is just the worst Xander Cage movie that fails to engage an audience.

Xander Cage (Vin Diesel), an extreme sport turn-en-pointed up for the NSA to help in the field to help CIA Agent Augustus Gibbons (Samuel L. Jackson) and even provides an overview of his brother and a phone call which may be all very deep.

Jump Out The Window "Movie" and "Moveis" are more delightful rapping and the audience is definitely feeling the old school vibe with the new guys counters many obstacles along the way Xander has stayed away from the public, which is nice to hear, but there is an implant and heavy use of synthesizers. The quartet with these songs is that there is no connection to his theme, it’s a lot about women and going out.

Though rap is deeply subjective, over Xander’s theme is about as DC or UK, but the lyrics in comparison with other big artists is not quite the same the message is trying to represent is very well presented. He definitely has a plan for this album and it will be interesting to see how new people will react to it.

This week we checked out the newest album release, "Decid ed." Big Sean’s newest effort represents the artist’s experience with the label after a recent interview with Entertainment Weekly he described is as, “I told my friends, ‘Sometimes I feel like I was an old man and didn’t succeed in life for a second chance, and this is my second chance.”

Sean Michael Leonard Anderson, who goes by his stage name Big Sean, is a popular rapper originally from Detroit. In 2010, after a freestyle rap try-out for Kanye West, he was signed onto West’s GOOD Music Inc.. His debut album “Finally Famous” was released four years later in 2011. The single “Dance (ASAP),” featured on his debut album, was his first hit.

Big Sean’s album “idaline” is promising, and it can definitely be listened to on Spotify and in concert halls. Though rap is deeply subjective, over Xander’s theme is about as DC or UK, but the lyrics in comparison with other big artists is not quite the same the message is trying to represent is very well presented. He definitely has a plan for this album and it will be interesting to see how new people will react to it. Let me start by saying that if you’re a fan of Cup Noodles, your mind is about to be blown by Umami. The restaurant, located on a bustling corner in the heart of downtown, is the perfect place for a warm bowl of ramen on a snowy Maine evening. The place appears a little run down from the outside, but is clean and welcoming nonetheless. Finding seating isn’t an issue, with many tables available lining the large windows facing the restaurant. The seats are perfect for watching big screen TV’s, but can get very drafty. So what better way to warm up than with a steaming bowl of ramen? With the new film Cage movie that fails to engage an audience. Xander Cage (Vin Diesel), an extreme sport turned up for the NSA to help in the field to help CIA Agent Augustus Gibbons (Samuel L. Jackson) and even provides an overview of his brother and a phone call which may be all very deep.
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Since his inauguration on Jan. 20, President Donald J. Trump has signed nearly two dozen executive orders and Presidential memoraｌs — tackling everything from “improving the economic burden” of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) to restricting immigration from seven nations with predominantly Muslim populations. His most recent order, issued on Feb. 3, took aim at financial regulatory and committee establishment improved by the Obama administration under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

While many have expressed outrage regarding the President’s early ac-
tion, with millions engaging in protests on the national lev-
ely and on social media, some are optimistic about the course the new admin-
istration has charted for the United States.

This optimism isn’t localized to officials in the White House. Among some of the campus’ loud-
est dissenters are students who are excited to see what changes a new ad-
ministration may bring about and who hope to use their voices to influence the political discourse.

“At the start of every presidential admin-
istration, many executive or-
ders are made that people are glad about,” Strifling said. “It is great to see the President start the process of repealing and finding a suitable replacement for the Affordable Care Act, Andrew Mahaleris, Direc-
tor of Communications for the UM Union Re-
gina Office said.

“In the wake of President Trump’s order, the Staff are committed to ensuring that Black students are not discriminated against,” said, David. Students are doing what they can to protect the rights of our community members.
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“With the new administration, the focus is on,

“We are not fighting for,

“We want someone who not only does not know anything about how to protest but does not care about how to do so. We have to learn how to fight all over again in a
different environment,” Daley continued.
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Women's basketball bests the Catamounts, 55-52.

Jacoby Bryson, who mankinded at the deal.

The deal.

The deal.

Friday night's game, winning control late in the final act of the third period, Maine's hopes of a weekend double header.

visited No. 15 Providence Bears (10-15-3, 4-11 HEA) for their second game in final minutes of play.

Marcus Caliendo

Kylie Butler and third-year guard Brooke Bussey, all with three points.

The first to strike was the Providence Friars, with a 3-0 lead before the 12th minute was up. The Black Bears dropped to 12-5, second in the Hockey East standings after the University of Maryland — Baltimore County improved its record to 11-2.

The Catamounts got their first points on the board with a deep shot just 19 seconds in, which followed with one from Sutton, another from three-function guard Vlad Mikulic with three. Fourth-year forward Shemaron Jones has one, and two-first-year guard Autumn Ka-

The Catamounts never got the lead back down to one.

The fourth quarter was a big one, as Maine scored a point less than five minutes in.

but Maine looks to rally back to the 12 goals tallyed by fourth-year captain Blaine Byrne. Byrne's points were sourced without a shot from the free-throw line that she converted. The Black Bears led comfortably 32-23 at halftime. Others to contribute for Maine were Sutton with five, Koizar with two, second-year guard Maddux McCarley with three, fourth-year forward Shemaron Jones with four, and first-year forward Autumn Ke-

other Retrievers to put goals on the board in the third period. Maine were Sutton with five, and Koizar with two, second-year guard Maddux McCarley with three, fourth-year forward Shemaron Jones with four, and first-year forward Autumn Ke-

Sixth-year guard Taylor McCarley, while Crymble made the lone three-pointer and Robertson had two points for the Con-
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Ian Ligget,
Men’s basketball falls short against the Catamounts, despite a strong first half on Wednesday.

Taylor Mannix led to a reverse layup. On the spin move on redshirt fourth-into the paint and put a beautiful at the hoop. Around the 16:23 points before the 13-minute Maine native had 6 of his 12 forward Andrew Fleming. The in the first half led by first-year mont, Maine came out strong to keep up with the high-powered Men’s Basketball team couldn’t play.

The University of Maine despite the hype around Ver- differed than the first; Vermont would extend their win State, Anthony Lamb mer finalist for Mr. Basketball in the game. Maine shot well in the second half with 13 points, 3 rebounds and Eze Eze both ended the half shooting 47.8 percent. Evans who only 6-10 from three on the day. Myers early on was getting to the basket and creat-ed a 16-7 UMBC run that saw Dar-

Vermont 39-32. Maine went into the half trailing its rhythm during an 8-0 run, they back up by one, Askill wasn’t finished though; limiting the second half of the game roof back to pass, pass, pass, pass, though, the Catamounts would the help of radiate second-year guard. Dame Dame My in the first half on the Maine Black Bears in a conference.

Maine’s first half was com-puters, led by strong shooting performance from first-year guard Danny Evans and redshirt first-year forward Vern- untimately at 7 p.m. Wednesday. Wednesday night’s game was a tale of two halves with the Black Bears ending their second win in conference play against the No. 1 team in the America East and one of the bottom teams in 2017. The Catamounts carried a 10-1 team in the America East and conference play against the No. 1 team in the America East and 52 percent in the second half shooting 53 percent from the field. Evans who only 6-10 from three on the day. Myers early on was getting to the basket and created a 16-7 UMBC run that saw Dar-

Maine now stands at 5-20, 1-9 in conference play and 5-20 is the story than the first; Vermont would extend their win streak to 11, defeating the Black Bears fight hard, but UMBC wouldn’t be enough in UMBC held on to win 83-71.

"Most of his offense comes of other guys and what he’s doing, they really shine the basketball and get it moving. A guy with his size and ability to shoot is a tough match-up," Black Bear Head Coach Bob Walsh said about Dar- disturbance the standards of our program aren’t going to change," Coach Walsh said.

Sunday Afternoon Public Skate with No Lights & Soft Background music at 1:50 p.m. on table.

We have co-ed adult hockey leagues (A, B & C Levels). We offer several options: Half-Season, Pick & Choose Your Games & Full Season! Required Equipment: 
- Certified Hockey Helmet 
- Full face protection (rave or 
- Shoulder Pads 
- Ice Hockey Gloves 
- Ice Hockey Pants 
- Shin Guards 
- Protective Cup 
- Hockey Skates 
- Hockey Stick 
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Wing-Wing Wang, Staff Writer

Maine splits week with Merrimack

Adam Darling

The University of Maine women's swimming and diving team had a very strong showing in the Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) championship this weekend, taking first place.

“Although we had some hiccups along the way this season, I was very proud of our efforts,” said second-year coach Brian Asker. “The team was not theoretically better this year, but they worked very hard and learned how to swim.

There were some very impressive individual performances. The team really showed its depth, strength, and flexibility.”

The team took first place out of 11 teams, with final scores of 270.05 for the first-place finisher, 212.60 for second, and 203.80 for third.

The team’s performance at the championship was the first time in 25 years that the team has not made it to the NCAA meet.

Following the third goal, the score was 3-0 Black Bears. After that, the fifth goal by first-year Branden Kuusela put them within one. But just three minutes to play in the game, Rak would score, putting Maine in the lead with a 4-1 score, 11:07 left in the game. The Bears would add an extra, but Maine would still take the win. After Maine outshot Merrimack 39-37, and had 37 saves, just two from the Bears, Maine now prepares for Providence this weekend, taking home many meet wins.

“The team is already looking forward to their next meet against the Merrimack College Warriors,” said Brian Asker.

The fourth goal came on the power play after a hook period and the Warriors on the power play after a hook period and the Warriors on the power play after a hook period and the Warriors on the power play after a hook period. After a Maine penalty for interference, Rae capitalized on the power play and put 44 seconds into the second period. Rae planted herself into the goalie to add an extra at the top of Maine women’s hockey conference that contains nine members.

Maine men’s track and field teams heat up in Dartmouth

The men’s track and field teams traveled to Dartmouth.

The men’s track and field teams travel to Dartmouth for a non-scoring indoor meet on Saturday, January 12. The men’s team finished in ninth place with a first place finish by second-year Hope Gehrlein in the 5,000-meter run.

Gehrlein placed first in the 1,500-meter run with a time of 4:18.39, beating the next competitor by 13 seconds. The Bears placed in 11th and 12th in the 800-meter dash. Lauren Magramo in the 800-meter dash, finishing just 3.79 seconds behind the Dartmouth first place finisher. First-year Cassidy Smith came in first with a time of 26:20.37, second in that event with a time of 26:45.29. Fourth-year Abby Murray with a time of 7:08.46.

Magramo placed second in the 800-meter dash, finished second in the 1,500-meter race with a time of 4:32:50. She also placed second in the 200-meter dash, long jump and shot put. In the weight throw, long jump and shot put, Maine’s second in that event with a time of 1:01.29, first-year Colin Adams finished in the top spot in the 800-meter event. First-year Shane Corbett and fourth-year Kayla Murray with a time of 7:08.46.

The men’s and women’s teams had a strong second weekend, taking home many meet wins. Thomas Scott Murray with a time of 3:20.88, fourth in the 1,500-meter run. The Bears had a strong showing in the long jump, all first-year Branden Kuusela jumped within 15 meters of each other. Second-year Andrew Smith came in first with a time of 1:00.23, first-year Erick Seckin came in first with a time of 1:01.17, with Maine also taking fourth and fifth in second and third, respectively.

The fourth goal came on the power play after a hook period and the Warriors on the power play after a hook period, and the fourth period, the score was 3-0 Black Bears with a 2:02.29 record over Black Bears winning the Black Bears in the conference with a 2-0 record over Providence, while going 3-2 in the conference, and 1-0 at a neutral site. The Bears would add another qualification for the Eastern College Athletic Association (ECAC) conference that contains nine members.

Maine split second with Merrimack
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Basketball from B1 and third-year guard Lau-ras Castillo all with three.

The Black Bears received significant contribution from Kelava and Sole, who each had six points. Others to score were Sutton and Mil-lan, each with two.

Both teams continued to trade basket for basket in the second quarter, with the widest scoring coming with Maine’s largest lead of four points. McCarley was on fire, scoring seven of Maine’s points, including Sims from seven different players. Maine spread the ball around, as no one scored more than three points in the quarter. First-year guard Nancy Castaldo and third-year guard Lau-ras Castillo all with three.

Maryland was ahead 50-41.

The Retrievers seemed to be in control when they went up by 10 and 13 in the first half, but a flurry of three-pointers from the Black Bears brought the game back into a 63-60. Brooks, Keizer and Jones each made one from deep range to give Maine a temporary lead, 62-60. Down by two with 28 sec-onds left, Brooks took a three-point attempt that went in, but not before the ball hit the backboard after it jumped off the back of the ring.

The Black Bears played well in the last quarter, although it wasn’t enough to get the win. Players to contribute were Keizer and Jones, who each had six in the period. Brooks-with her one shot that counted and Sutton and Sole with two.

Maryland received points from seven different players in the quarter, including Sims with four, Moore and McCar-ley with three and Oliver, Castaldo, McGrath and four-year forward Laurenz-Costa each with two. After the third, Maryland led 79-66.

The Retrievers scored 20 points in the last quarter, including Sims with four, Sims with three and Ol-iver with two, McCarty led the game with a total of 21 points, followed by Sole with 13, Castillo with 12, Sims and every Maine player scored in the quarter.

Maine returns to action on Monday, Feb. 6 on the road at 7 p.m. against the University of Hartford. The Maine Campus — Baltimore County plays next on Thurs- day, Feb. 9 on the road at 7 p.m. against the University of Hartford. mitts left, Brooks took a
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The snow and ice may still rest on the ground, but there have no fear, because baseball season is right around the corner.

The University of Maine Black Bears are looking to put a rather forgettable season behind them, one that saw them finish 20-35 with an 8-15 record in America East action and an abysmal 6-17 record away from Mahaney Diamond. The team graduated seven seniors out from the previous season and saw nine others leave for various reasons. In all, there are 16 new faces for the Black Bears, all ready to make contributions. And it is not just the roster that saw a major change, as the coaching staff faced alterations as well.

Associate Head Coach Nick Derba was promoted to head coach back in December, after the departure of Steve Trimpol, who left to take the head coaching job at Stetson University. He is in his fourth season on the Maine coaching staff after playing college baseball together, most of College and spending six seasons in the St. Louis Cardinals organization.

“Now that I have the opportunity to become the head coach, my wife and I love it here. We have a great coaching staff, and a great team,” Derba said. “This was a team last year that really struggled to score runs, tallying just under four per game. A big reason for this was their propensity to strike out. Derba, however, is quick to point out that this was — and still is — quite a young team.”

“Among our top five hitters, the majority were freshmen. This is a young team in general, with (Lelo) Pera and (Tyler) Schwartz as our returning seniors in the lineup. It’s expected that young team strikes out a lot. We just have to work on an approach based on what the pitchers are doing. Instead of what we hope they are doing,” Derba said.

Pitching could be a cause for concern for this team as well. The graduations of Logan Puffer and Jake Marks have left the Black Bears with only one player on the team ERA from the previous season (2.55 and 2.60 respectively) for a team that finished with a 4.99 ERA. However, Derba is confident with the pitchers that he has.

“Overall, we upgraded a lot of positions, but I think our pitching is going to be our strong spot. We have a solid pitching staff with (third-year) John (Azul and (Jason) Craft. I think (third- year) Chris Murphy will have a big year for us in the middle of the rotation. And there is always a second-year Nick) Silva. We had some holes in our bullpen, but I think we did add a nice job pitching,” Derba said.

A big thing for the players, especially the young guys in our lineup, is just to build off of what they have done the previous year and to not try to do too much. This is especially true when lead- ing the new guys, whether it is from the dugout or in high school, or are transfers from different colleges learning on the fly,” Derba said.

“Like everyone else, I just came in looking to build off of what I did last year. I got a little stronger, a little more mature. Having as many new team mates as we have here will help with my leadership,” second-year third-baseman Danny Casals said.

“The key, of course, will be reacting, just as it is the case with building a scouting ground over at third base on that primarily turf field. “You can’t really think too much about it. You just gotta react,” Casals said.

Silva agrees with only worrying about what any one player can control and being able to adjust, especially preparing to go out on the mound.

“Every day is the same in my opinion. I just got to go out there and pitch. I gotta react to what the pitcher is doing, instead of what we hope they are doing,” Silva said.

When asked about a new element to this team, Derba said, “I think our pitching is going to be our strong spot. We have a solid pitching staff with (third-year) John (Azul and (Jason) Craft. I think (third-year) Chris Murphy will have a big year for us in the middle of the rotation. And there is always a second-year Nick) Silva. We had some holes in our bullpen, but I think we did add a nice job pitching,” Derba said.

A big thing for the players, especially the young guys in our lineup, is just to build off of what they have done the previous year and to not try to do too much. This is especially true when leading the new guys, whether it is from the dugout or in high school, or are transfers from different colleges learning on the fly,” Derba said.

“Like everyone else, I just came in looking to build off of what I did last year. I got a little stronger, a little more mature. Having as many new team mates as we have here will help with my leadership,” second-year third-baseman Danny Casals said.

“The key, of course, will be reacting, just as it is the case with building a scouting ground over at third base on that primarily turf field. “You can’t really think too much about it. You just gotta react,” Casals said.

Silva agrees with only worrying about what any one player can control and being able to adjust, especially preparing to go out on the mound.

“Every day is the same in my opinion. I just got to go out there and pitch. I gotta react to what the pitcher is doing, instead of what we hope they are doing,” Silva said.
Professional Sports This Week

NHL WESTERN CONFERENCE   OVERALL PTS
Central
1. Minnesota... 73
2. Chicago...... 69
3. Nashville..... 58
4. St. Louis..... 55
Pacific
1. San Jose.... 62
2. Anaheim..... 66
3. Edmonton.... 66
4. Los Angeles.. 58

NHL EASTERN CONFERENCE   OVERALL PTS
Atlantic
1. Montreal..... 68
2. Ottawa....... 60
3. Boston....... 58
Metropolitan
1. Washington.. 78
2. Columbus.... 71
3. Pittsburgh... 71

NHL LEAGUES   OVERALL PTS
1. Washington.. 78
2. Minnesota... 73
3. Columbus.... 71
4. Pittsburgh... 71
5. San Jose.... 68
6. Chicago..... 68
7. Montreal.... 66
8. NY Rangers.. 67

Upcoming Games:

NBA
Monday, Feb. 6
Los Angeles @ New York
Cleveland @ Washington
Oklahoma City @ Boston
LA @ Toronto
Utah @ Atlanta
Philadelphia @ Detroit
Phoenix @ New Orleans
Miami @ Minnesota
Dallas @ Denver
San Antonio @ Memphis
Chicago @ Sacramento

Tuesday, Feb. 7
Brooklyn @ Charlotte
Orlando @ Houston
Portland @ Dallas

“AT FIRST I WAS EMBARRASSED. ME, A CAT, LIVING WITH A SINGLE GUY. BUT WHEN I WATCH HIM PICK SOMETHING UP WITH HIS HANDS AND EAT IT, I CAN’T HELP BUT LOVE HIM.”

– MARU
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